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FIGURE I
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
ORCANIZATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
The South Carolina Department of Corrections (SCDC) is the admin-
istrative agencv of South Carolina state government responsible for
providing food, shelter, health care, securitl.and rehabilitation services to
all adult offenclers, age l7 and above, convicted of an offense against the
State and sentenced to a period of incarceration exceeding three months.
As of June 30, 198.1, SCDC had jurisdiction over I0,722 sentenced
incarcerated adult inmates of u,hom 1,786 u,ere serving an indeterminate
sentence under the Youthful Offender Act.r Also included, as SCDC
"safekeepers were 33 inmates hotrsed on Death Rorv. As set forth by S. C.
Lau', SCDC has the responsibility of "providing a death chamber and all
necessary appliances for inflicting such penalty by electrocution" (Sec-
tion 23-3-5.10, S. C. Code of Laws). For more details see table 32 on page
I17. In addition to the 10,722 inmates, SCDC also housed other safe-
keepers for the counties as rvell as unsentenced offenders sent bv the
courts for pre-sentence investigation under the Youthful Offender Act.
SCDC is headed by a Commissioner who is responsible to the State
Board of Corrections, a six-member board appointed by the Governor
upon advice and consent of the Senate. The Governor also serves on the
Board as an ex officio member. The Commissioner has overall responsibil-
it-v- for the agencv, supervising all staff functions and ensuring that all
departmental policies are practiced and maintained. Under the immedi-
ate supervision of the Office of the Commissioner are the Legal Advisor,
and the Divisions of Special Projects, Public Affairs, and Internal Affairs
and Inspections,
To assist the Commissioner in system operations and program admin-
istration are three offices headed by Deputy Commissioners and eleven
divisions supervised by Directors:
The Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Administration has the
major responsibility of coordinating all department-wide activities per-
taining to resource and information management, industries, personnel
administration and training, and support services. These four areas are
I The provisions of this Act are summarized in Appendix B, page I20. This Act provides
indeterminate sentences of one to six years for offenders between the ages of 17 and 2l
(extended to 25 with offender consent), placing them under the Division of Classificatton
and Community Services' Youthful Offender Branch. The Youthful Offender Program
essentially operates as a micro-correctional system within the Department, providing all
vouthful offenders a complete range of administrative, evaluative, parole and aftercare
services. There were 986 youthful offenders on parole under SCDC supervision in the
communitv at the end of FY 1984. Parole decisions pertaining to, and the parole supervisron
of adult offenders are generally the responsibilities of the South Carolina Department of
Parole and Community Corrections except for those sentenced under the Youthful Offender
Act.
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individually the management responsibility of a division director, and a
description of each is as follows:
l. The Division of Resource and Information Management encom-
passes the functions of planning, budgeting, statistical reporting and
analysis, computer operations, svstem development and program-
ming, offender records and financial accounting.
2. The Division of Perrsonnel Administration and Training develops
and administers departmental personnel policies and procedures,
handles all personnel matters and develops and implements em-
ployee training prclgrams at all levels to meet agency needs.
3. The Division of Industries administers a prison industry program
consisting of several production lines and four farming operations.
These programs/operations provide work for inmates to help defray
the cost of upkeep, and produce goods for other state agencies,
institutions and political subdivisions. The division also oversees
SCDC's transportation and communication operations.
4. The Division of Support Services directs purchasing, canteen, com-
missarv and food service functions of the agency.
The Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Operations is responsible
for managing all securitv, construction, engineering and maintenance
operations stateu,ide. The Deputy Commissioner and the Assistant Dep-
uty Commissioner for Institutions receive reports from two divisions, a
director of security and three regional administrators. Their respective
offices and duties are dt:scribed below:
l. The Division of Construction, Engineering, and Maintenance
provides the necessar.v coordination and supervision required for the
implementation and execution of the comprehensive five-year
growth and capital improvement plan, manages all phases of new
construction and is the SCDC liaison with architects, engineers and
contractors awarded bids for construction projects. Other respon-
sibilities include management of projects which are constructed with
inmate labor and properly maintains and operates the physical plant
facilities. Performs renovation projects and provides technical as-
sistance to the institutional maintenance personnel, state, county and
citv officials.
2. The Division of Inmate Operations and Control (IOC) directs
and coordinates all administrative and operational activities relating
to the movement, status and number of inmates in SCDC facilities
and in designated facilities; provides administrative liaison with the
South Carolina Parole and Community Corrections Board, admin-
isters the Interstate Corrections Compact in this Agency and ensures
l3
compliance with State law and compact agreements. In addition,
IOC manages the inmate labor details to include contracting with
counties and other elements involved in the program.
3. The Director of Security manages the overall security posture at
SCDC facilities, ensuring availability and serviceability of security
equipment. Ensures all security employees are properly trained in
assigned duties. Trains and equips emergency resources including
Reserve Emergency Platoons (REP), Situation Control Teams (SIT-
CON) and Corrections Emergency Response Teams (CERT) to
effectively respond to emergencies.
,1. Institution operations are divided into three regions headed by a
Regional Administrator. The Appalachian Correctional Region has
administrative responsibilities for institutions in the upper part of the
state. Institutions on the coast are part of the Coastal Correctional
Region. While the Midlands Correctional Region is made up of those
institutions in the midlands portion of South Carolina. Each Regional
Administrator is responsible for ensuring all SCDC inmates within
their regions are secured and held in custody until released. In
addition, the Regional Administrator ensures the safety and welfare
of both the emplovees working in the penal environment, and
inmates incarcerated in the region.
The Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Program Services2 is
administratively responsible for defining, planning and developing an
adequate program delivery system which will best meet the needs of the
incarcerated. Delivering a broad spectrum of services under the supervi-
sion of this office are the Divisions of Classification and Community
Services, Human Services, Educational Services, and Health Services.
Services rendered bv these divisions are described as follows:
The Division of Classification and Community Services implements
standardized procedures for inmate classification, administers the
Youthful Offender Program as directed by the Youthful Offender
Act, and supervises the placement of inmates in community pro-
grams, that is, the Pre-Release and Work Release programs, the
Employment Program, the Extended Work Release Program, res-
titution and Supervised Furlough programs.
The Division of Human Services' field staff provides educational,
psychological, social and specialized institutional services to in-
mates, and its central administrative staff provides service coordina-
tion and acquires external resources to supplement SCDC's efforts.
2 For a list of programs and services administered by SCDC, see Appendix C, page I2l
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The Division of Educational Services develops and evaluates curric-
ula for the educational needs of SCDC inmates under the newly
created Palmetto Unified School District. This division is comprised
of academic, vocational and special education, as well as transition
and library services.
The Division of Health Services renders medical, dental and psychi-
atric care to inmates through its medical and dental staff, and
contractual agreements. It operates two infirmaries, one psychiatric
unit, and coordinates the placement of inmates at the Byrnes
Clinical Center and community hospitals as needed.
The aforementioned organizational structure of SCDC is illustrated in




INSTITUTIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
At the end of FY 1984, the Department of Corrections operated a total
of 27 institutions, rvhich are listed in Table l, pages l8-19. Figure 2, page
20, shorvs their location. Of these, six are rvork release centers, one is a pre-
release center; one serves duallv as a pre-release/work release center; one
functions duallv as a geriatric/handicapped unit and female work release
unit. Exclucling the pre-release and rvork release centers, 12 institutions
are minimum secrrritv. crne is minimum-medium securitr'. one is medium
securitv, three are medium-maximum security, and trvo are maximum
security. Four SCDC institutions are primarily for younger offenders, and
three of these facilities predominantly house inmates sentenced under the
Youthful Offender Act. One SCDC institution is exclusivelv for female
inmates.
The total design capacity of these institutions at the end of FY 1984 rvas
6,831 and the safe and reasonable capacity, as approved bv the Budget
and Control Board and adopted bv the Board of Corrections, was 7,880.
The capacities for individual institutions are shown in Table 1, pages
18-19. Capacit-v distributions are as follows: Appalachian Correctional
Region - 2,247 design capacity, 2,582 safe and reasonable capacity;Midlands Correctional Region - 4,136 design capacit.v, 4,593 safe andreasonable capacity; and Coastal Correctional Region - 448 design
capacit-v, 705 safe and reasonable capacity. The total average incarce-
rated inmate population under SCDC jurisdiction during FY 1984 u,as
9,813. Of these, 556 were housed in designated facilities, 316 u,ere in the
Extended Work Release Program, 4,10 were on Supervised Furlough, 120
were on Provisional Parole, and 175 were placed in non-SCDC locations.s
Therefore, on an average,8,I82 inmates were housed in SCDC facilitres,
which were thus operating aI I20% of design capacity.
Institutions of the South Carolina Department of Corrections are
located in three divisions of the State known as correctional regions (See
Figure 2). These institutions, in the Appalachian, Coastal, and Midlands
Regions are administered bv regional administrators.
Because of overcrorvded conditions in SCDC institutions/centers, and
the desire of local entities to use prison labor, the Department has been
housing state inmates in designated local facilitiesa since FY IgT5, as
3 These include the Byrnes Clinical Center (State Park Health Center prior to January,
1983), the State Law Enforcement Division, the Governor's Mansion and the Criminal
Justice Academy, other hospital facilities and those inmates on authorized absence.
{ See FY 1975 and FY 1976 SCDC Annual Report for details of the origin of designated
facilities.
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provided for by legislation. At the end of FY 1984, 498 state inmates were
held in designated local facilities in 40 counties. As was mentioned above,
the average number of SCDC inmates held in designated local facilities
during FY 1984 was 556 or 5,7% of the total average inmate population
under SCDC jurisdiction.
Besides housing inmates in designated facilities, SCDC also placed
certain inmates in other special locations because of their unique assign-
ments or needs. A 34-bed unit of the Byrnes Clinical Center, administered
and operated by the South Carolina Department of Mental Health
(SCDMH), was renovated and designated to hold SCDC inmates under-
going and recuperating from general surgery. Whereas SCDMH provides
the professional services, SCDC is responsible for the security staffing and
procedures. In addition to inmate assignments to the State Law Enforce-
ment Division, the Governor's Mansion and the Criminal Justice Acad-
emy, a ntrmber of eligible inmates participate in programs (Extended
Work Release, Supervised Furlough and Provisional Parole) which per-
mit them to reside in the community under close supervision.
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TABLE I
INSTITUTIONS AND CENTERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
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Aiken Youth Corretion Center
(AYCC)














Midlands Reception and Evaluation
Center (MR&EC) I








































Male, ages l7 and up-inmates on work
relea* or accelerated pre-releae
Male, ages l7 and up-inmates on work
releae or accelerated pre-release
Male, ages 17 and up
Male, ages l7 and up
Male, ages l7 and up-primarily
Youthful Offenders l?-25
Male, ages l7 and up
Male, ages l7 and up-inmates on work
releae or accelerated pre-releae
Male, ages 17 and up





Male, ages l7 and up-inmates on work
release or accelerated pre-relear
Male, ages l7 and up
Male, ages 17 and up
Male, ages 17 and up
Male, ages l7 and up
Male, ages l? and up-primarily
Youthful Offenders l7-25
Males, ages 17 and up
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Percenlage Reasonable of Safe &
Design of Design Operating Reasonable
Capacity I Capacity Capacity ! Capacity
Ceriatric/Handicapped Unit





Wateree River Correctional Institution
(wRcr)
Watkins Pre-Relea* Center (WPRC)
Women's Correctional Center (WCC)
COASTAL CORRECTIONAL REGION
Coastal Work Relea* Center
(CowRC)
MacDougall Youth Correction Center
(MYCC)
























Male, ages 17 and up-primarily
geriatric/handicapped inmates
Female, ages l7 and up-inmates on
work relea* and employment
programs
Male, ages 17 and up
Male, ages 17 and up
Male, ages l7 and up
Male, ages 17 and up-inmates on
pre-releas
Female, ages 17 and up
Male, ages 17 and up-inmates on
work release or accelerated
pre-releaw programs
Male, ages l7 and up-primarily
Youthful Offenders L7-25
Male, ages 17 and up-inmates on work



































: The Safe and Reasnable Operating Capacity, after meeting approval of the Budget and Control Board, was adopted in March, 1983, by the Board of Corretions.
I The reception and evaluation component at Perry Correctional Institution provides intake *rvices for the Appalachian Region.
leakd portion of the Columbia City Jail (capacity 80).
'This is the total average number of inmates at State Park Correctional Center (SPCC).
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Corrections in South Carolina has evolved, over the vears, from countv-
operated prison svstems to state administered institutions and from a
single state penitentiarv to a network of penal facilities throughout the
State. The follou.ing summarv of significant developments and events in
this evolution during the last several decades provides a perspective for
the current efforts of the South Carolina Department of Corrections.s
Dual Prison System and Creation of SCDC
As a humane alternative to cruelties rvhich had prevailed under countv
supervision of convicts, in the 1860's the General Assembl.v passed an act
r,r'hich transferred the crxtrol of convicted and sentenced felons from the
counties to the State an<l established the State Penitentiary. Although the
Act stripped the counties of their responsibility for handling felons,
shorth thereafter the counties' demands for labor for building and
maintaining roads prompted the reversal of this provision; and bv 1930
county supervisors assumed full authorit-v to choose either to retain
convicts for road construction. or to transfer them to the State. This dual
prison svstem of State aclministered facilities and local prison and jail
operations resulted in inequitable treatment of prisoners, and caused
u'idespread criticism of the s1'stem.
In the midst of the political and legal developments concerning State
and county jurisdiction over convicts, the State Penitentiar.v.' expanded to
a netu,ork of penal facilities throughout the State. Changes reflecting the
evolution of correctional philosophy to include educational and voca-
tional training along rvith productive rvork programs lr'ere also experi-
enced. Despite notable improvements, overcrou'ding and mismanage-
ment prevailed; as a result, the state correctional svstem was reorganized,
and the Department of Corrections was created through legislative actron
in 1960. But the autonomy of the State and local systems remained intact,
and the dual prison svstem continued.
Problems inherent in the dual prison svstem became increasinglv
evident as crime soared in the 1960's. The most critical problems were
related to the absence of adequate planning and programming, ineffi-
ciencv of resource utilization and inequitable distribution of services.
Therefore, svstem reform of the total adult corrections system in South
Carolina was necessary.
5 For greater details of these developments and events, see previous SCDC Annuat
Reports.
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Consolidation of the South Carolina Adult Corrections System
While the problems of the dual prison system and the need for system
reform had long been recognized, the major impetus for reform of the
South Carolina adult corrections system was the lg73 Adult Corrections
Studv conducted by the Office of Criminal Justice Programs (OCJP). The
major recommendations of this study were the elimination of the dual
prison system in favor of a consolidated state system and regionalization
of SCDC operations. Under the proposed consolidated system, the State
rvould be responsible for all long-term adult offenders, ensuring their
humane treatment, providing confinement, programs and services close
to their home communities. Under the proposed regionalization, the State
would be divided into ten correctional regions, and a regional corrections
coordinating office. The coordinating office would be headed by a
regional administrator and established in each region. The regional
corrections coordinating office would be responsible for administration of
all SCDC facilities in the area. This would include the development,
coordination and support of regional correctional programs in their
respective regions, and for coordination with the Department's central
headquarters. Such regionalization was designed to provide for improved
planning, coordination and administration of SCDC operations and to
facilitate effective and efficient utilization of local community resources.
While some recommendations in the Adult Corrections Study were
modified in the course of implementation, the overall concept was
adopted as policy by the State Board of Corrections, and steps were
immediately taken to consolidate and regionalize the adult corrections
system in South Carolina. The major step toward consolidation was the
closure of county prison operations. Legislation passed in June, lg7 4, gave
the State jurisdiction over all adult offenders with sentences exceedrng
three months, and counties were required to transfer any such prisoners in
their facilities to the Department. Either voluntarily or through negotia-
tions with SCDC officials, counties began transferring their long-term
prisoners to the State and closing their prison operations in May, lg7S.
The result of this *'as that for the first time in the history of south carolina
corrections, all prisoners sentenced to more than 90 days were systemat-
ically processed and classified through the Department. Many were then
returned to local jurisdiction to continue their involvement in public
worKs programs,
This period in South Carolina saw many of the larger counties move
away from the county supervisor form of administration to the county
council/county manager system of government. All metropolitan coun-
ties except Anderson decided to end their involvement with county prison
camps and turned many of the camps over to the Department which
sorely needed additional room for its growing number of state prisoners. It
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continued to be permissible, of course, for any county to operate its own
prison camp, provided the facility met certain basic standards. This local
option was carried out when the Department, through agreement with
the jurisdiction's governing body, designated the facility to be suitable to
house state inmates. Since May 1, 1973, 28 counties have closed their
prisons or converted them to other use. As of June 30, f984, only ten
counties operate prisons as separate facilities. Other counties operate
combined facilities for detainees and sentenced inmates, county jails,
correctional centers, overnight lockups, detention centers and/or law
enforcement centers.
The assumption of county prisoners and closing of many local prison
systems enabled the Department to take steps toward the ultimate region-
alization of SCDC operations. One of the major steps toward implementa-
tion of regionalization was the alignment of contiguous planning districts
into correctional regions. Continual in-house studies of the geographic
distribution of offenders. and cost-benefit analysis of resource utilization
resulted in the Department's decision in FY 1975 to reduce the proposed
number of correctional regions from the ten originally recommended by
the Adult Correctional Study to four. Further in-depth examination of
regionalization was undertaken as an integral part of the Ten Year
Comprehensive Growth and Capital Improvements Plan developed in
FY 1977. The distribution of SCDC facilities throughout the State, the
commitment trends of the inmate population, the Department's man-
power and financial resources and the capital improvement require-
ments, suggested that the Department further reduce the number of
correctional regions from four to three. This reduction was implemented;
and by the end of FY 1979, three correctional regions - Appalachian,
Midlands, and Coastal - were established and became fuliy operationalthrough regional corrections coordinating offices. Although configura-
tion and facility alignment changes have occurred, the current configura-
tion is found in figure 2 on page 20.
Population Trends
SCDC's efforts to regionalize were made more difficult by the fact that
this occurred during a time of unprecedented increases in crime in South
Carolina, as well as throughout the nation. As a result of increasing crime,
the counties'transfer of inmates to the State, and the legislative mandate
for all long-term prisoners to be under SCDC jurisdiction, the Depart-
ment experienced an unprecedented influx of offenders through the State
corrections system during FY 1975. The number of inmates under State
jurisdiction on June 30, 1975, (5,658) was 53% higher than on the same
date the previous year (3,693). There was also an increase of more than
23
30Vc in the aoerage daily population from FY 1974 to FY 1975 (from
3,542 to 4,618). However, this percentage increase was surpassed during
FY f976 when the average daily population under SCDC jurisdiction
(6,264) increased by 35.6% over the FY 1975 figure, the largest known
yearlv increase in average dailv population in SCDC history. Such in-
creases in the number of inmates under State jurisdiction have been
among the severest in the nation, as indicated by a nationwide survey of
the National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice Planning and Architec-
ture.
The dramatic increases in inmate population in Fiscal Years 1975 and
1976 resulted in intensified overcrorvding in SCDC facilities as well as a
constant strain on the Department's financial resources. The Department
was forced to focus primarv attention on solving the problems of over-
crorvding and limited financial resources. Short-term and long-range
strategies directed torvard overcoming either or both problems have
involved renovation of existing facilities; realignment of existing space
use; acquisition of additional facilities; expanded use of designated facili-
ties; revision of Youthful Offender institutional release policies; revision
of fiscal policies and procedures; introduction of economizing measures;
revision of capital improvement plans; implementation of the Extended
Work Release Program as an alternative to continued incarceration, and
implementation of an Earned Work Credit Program, providing reduction
in time to serve for inmates participating in productive work.
Partly as a result of SCDC's implementation of program alternatives to
incarceration and partly because of a stabilization of commitments to the
correctional system, the dramatic population increase in Fiscal Years
1975 and 1976 did not persist in subsequent years. Inmate population
continued to increase but at a more moderate rate, and in FY 1977-81
stabilization in the population level was witnessed. However, this popula-
tion stabilization did not continue in FY 1982 when the average daily
population increased 6.5% over Fiscal Year 1981. This trend continued
through FY 1984 as the average daily population increased 4.5% over the
previous fiscal year. (Table 3, page 44, shorvs the average inmate popula-
tion for Fiscal Years 1967-I984.)
SICNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN FY 1984
Fiscal Year 1984 was highlighted by the implementation of programs
and policies which were aimed at reducing the inmate population to a
manageable level, and litigation against SCDC for the overcrowded
conditions in its facilities. Continued prison overcrowding culminated in
the passage and implementation of the Prison Emergency Overcrowding
Powers Act, and the Supervised Furlough I and II Programs. In addition,
the Department of Parole and Community Corrections voted to reduce
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the time for parole ehgibllity from one-third to one-fourth as specified by
the Communit.v Corrections Act of 198I. Although man1, of these mea-
sures did not reach their full potential until the latter part of the fiscal
_vear, their effect resulted in FY 198.1's average SCDC facility count being
almost the same as FY 1983. These measures increased the placement clf
innrates in the community and other non-facilitv locations by 31.4% over
the previous fiscal year, and decreased facility utilization from I28% full
in FY 1983 to I20% full in FY 1984. Besides focusing on these efforts,
negotiations \\iere on going in FY 1984 to settle the class action suit filed in
1982 bl' Inmate Garl' \4/ayne Nel'son contesting the overcrorvded condi-
tions at SCDC. A general agreement u'as reached betrveen the Plaintiffs
ancl SCDC in FY 198.1 rvhich rvill lead to additional efforts to further
reduce prison overcrou,ding by speeding up constmction of the Francis
Lieber Correctional Institution and providing for the construction of
another high security prison and an additional reception and evaluation
center. It is anticipated that the Nelso?? agreement will have significant
impact in iuture vears.
Inmate Population Gain
In Fiscal Year I984, SCDC's average daily' jurisdictional inmate popu-
lation (excluding YOA pre-sentence, YOA parolees, and non-death rorv
safekeepers) u,as 9,813: an increase of 42I (,1.5%) over FY 1983. This
continued a trend of increasing average daily populations, although this
year's increase was not as great as the 9.2% increase in FY i983. Of the
average 9,813,8,f82 rvere housed in SCDC facilities,556 in designated
facilities, 900 in community programs (Extended Work Release, Super-
visecl Furlough, EPA, Provisional Parole) and the remaining 175 were
housed in other state non-SCDC facilities by special assignments (the
Governor's lUansion, Criminal Justice Academy, State Hospital, etc.).
Since SCDC facilities' total design capacity averaged at 6,715, they rvere
operating at 122% of design capacity. Whereas the average SCDC facil-
ity, designated facility, and non-SCDC facility count varied very slightly
from the previous fiscal 1'ear, a large increase was experienced in the
average community program count which increased bv 70.1% from 528
in FY 1983 to 900 in FY 1984.
Facility Openings and Capital Improvements
Although FY 1984 saw the opening of two new SCDC facilities, the
f reeze/shortage of Capital Improvement funds again postponed proposed
construction projects for the second consecutive year. In Julv 1983, the
nel' 144-bed Watkins Pre-Release Center became fully operational. In
December 1983. the Women's Work Release element was transferred to
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the renovated State Park facility, and one month later geriatric and
handicapped male inmates were also transferred to State Park. The
transfer of these inmates allowed Goodman Correctional Institution to
house up to 187 male minimum security inmates. Additionally, by the end
of FY 1984, the 96-bed Gilliam Psychiatric Unit at Kirkland Correctional
Institution was nearing completion and construction began on Francis
Lieber Correctional Institution. This institution was originally designed to
house 576 inmates, but additional bedspace needs made it necessary to
increase the bedspace capacity to 696.
Many of SCDC's earlier approved capital improvement bedspace
projects were delayed again this fiscal year because of a capital improve-
ment freeze/shortage in operating funds. The following high priority
construction projects were postponed: a 96-bed addition to the Women's
Correctional Center; the multi-purpose buildings at Perry Correctional
Institution, Dutchman Correctional Institution, and Cross Anchor Cor-
rectional Institution; the outpatient clinic for the Appalachian Region;
and the Food Service and Industries Warehouse upgrading. The proposed
agreement of the Ne/son suit will require the construction of many of
these projects.
Implementation of the Supervised Furlough Programs and the
Emergency Prison Overcrowding Powers Act (EPA)
In June 1983, the Governor signed into law the Supervised Furlough
Program and the "Prison Overcrowding Powers Act" which were
intended to help alleviate prison overcrowding. In Fy 1984, both of these
programs were implemented. The Supervised Furlough program was
divided into two separate programs administratively designated as Super-
vised Furlough I and Supervised Furlough IL Supervised Furlough I
Program allowed first-time or second-time offenders committed to scDC
with a total sentence of over one but not more than five years for crimes
other than murder, armed robbery, criminal sexual assault, assault and
battery rvith intent to kill, drug trafficking or kidnapping to be placed
under supervision of state probation and parole agents with the privilege
of residing in an approved residence and continuing treatment, training,
or employment in the community until parole eligibility or expiration of
sentence. Additional requirements such as an inmate's disciplinary record
and his intention to become a law-abiding citizen are also considered
before placement into the community.
The Supervised Furlough II Program places inmates who are not
serving a life sentence and are within six months of the expiration of their
sentence. As with Supervised Furlough I, offenders must not have com-
mitted the crime of murder, sexual assault, assault and batterv with intenr
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to kill, armed robbery, kidnapping or drug trafficking; additionally, the
offender must have maintained a clear disciplinary record for six months
prior to eligibilitv for placement on the program. The Supervised
Furlough II Program was to be implemented first, since it qualified the
greatest number of inmates for supervised furlough and would have
greater communitv acceptance because eligible inmates would already be
within six months of expiration of their sentence. Inmates placed on
Supervised Furlough remain under SCDC's jurisdiction although they are
under supervision of probation and parole.
The Emergency Prison Overcrowding Powers Act (EPA) provides that
the Board of Corrections report to the Governor when the "safe and
reasonable operating capacity" has been exceeded for at least 30 con-
secutive days and request a state of emergency be declared. If a prison
overcrowding state of emergency commences, the Governor can advance
release dates of non-violent offenders (i.e., excluding habltual offenders
and those who committed murder, armed robbery, sexual assault, assault
and battery with intent to kill, kldnapping or trafficking in illegal drugs)
from 30 to 90 days. The advancement of release dates will also apply to
inmates admitted to the Department of Corrections during the prison
overcrowding state of emergency. Inmates with sentences of g2 to 270
days will have their release dates advanced at the rate of one day for every
2 days of sentence term in excess of 90 days, with a maximum advance-
ment equal to the amount of advancement of prisoners with 27I days or
over. After the declaration of emergency, the Department of Corrections
must certify weekly to the Governor the prison population for each day of
the preceding week. The Governor shall declare the state of emergency
terminated upon notification that the prison population has not exceeded
the "safe and reasonable operating capacity" for seven consecutive days.
In July 1983, placement of inmates on Supervised Furlough II began
after the State Supreme Court dismissed a suit to block the program. In
September of 1983, EPA was invoked by the Governor and release dates
were "rolled back" 90 days. EPA releases are placed in the community
under the supervison and jurisdiction of the Department of Parole and
Community Corrections (DPCC). As EPA resulted in an advancement of
release dates and since Supervised Furlough II (SFII) eliglbllity is six
months prior to release, there was also a corresponding advancement of
SFII eligibility dates. Accordingly, SCDC inmates who passed additional
screening criteria u'ere either released early as a direct EPA release or
placed on SFII earlier because of EPA. Since the first "90 day rollback"
did not bring the SCDC facility count below the "safe and reasonable
operating capacity," an emergency was again declared by the Governor
in March, 1984, with a 90-day advancement of release dates for eligible
inmates.
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In FY i984, 756 inmates were placed on Supervised Furlough II, of
whom 490 were eligible at the time of placement because of EPA.
Additionally, 209 were released directly to the supervision of the Depart-
ment of Parole and Community Corrections, as a result of the Emergency
Powers Act. As of June 30, I984, 88 inmates were in the community being
supervised under the EPA, and 491 under SFII. Had there not been the SF
and EPA programs, SCDC's count would have been 579 higher, the
equivalent of an average facility.
Litigation Over Overcrowded Conditions in SCDC
In FY 1984, general agreement was reached with regard to a proposed
settlement of the class action suit filed in 1982 by former Inmate Gary
Nelson against the SCDC, the suit alleged overcrowding and other
inadequacies throughout the SCDC system. At the end of the fiscal year,
negotiations still continued on specific aspects of the suit. A few of the
numerous terms that were being negotiated included establishing new
classification procedures that will better separate violent and non-violent
inmates, making a good faith effort to close the Central Correctional
Institution, and complying with various American Correctional Associa-
tion Health, Food Service, Fire Safety and Training Standards and certain
other Psychological Service Standards.
To comply with the Nelson agreement, SCDC must accelerate the
construction of Francis Lieber Correctional Institution, and proceed with
constructing the following: an additional high security prison, a new
reception and evaluation center, a 96-bed unit at the Women's Correc-
tional Center, a new cell block at Manning Correctional Institution, as
well as renovating buildings at CCI. During the fiscal year, SCDC worked
with the Governor's Office and the legislature to appropriate funds for
settlement of the Nelson Suit. In 1984 the General Assembly approved
approximately $75.2 million to initiate the general agreement which
would be implemented over a five-year period after the settlement is
signed.
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Implementation of One-Fourth Parole Eligibility for Qualified
Offenders
Another mechanism to reduce prison overcrowding was reduction of
parole eligibility from one-third to one-fourth of sentence as provided bv
the Community Corrections Act passed in 1981. The Community Correc-
tions Act allows, after january t, 1984, an inmate sentenced for crimes
other than murder, armed robbery, criminal sexual assault, assault and
battery rvith intent to kill, or kidnapping shall be eligible for parole after
serving one-fourth of his sentence. In October, 1983, SCDC provided the
Department of Parole and Community Corrections with a roster of
inmates who would become eligible for parole consideration after serving
one-fourth. In January, the Parole and Community Corrections Board
agreed to implement the reduction in time for parole from one-third to
one-fourth for these offenders. However, the number of inmates paroled
under the one-fourth requirement has not been substantial. It is hoped
that the reduction of parole eligibility from one-third to one-fourth for
qualified inmates rvill have greater impact in the future.
Earned Work Credit Program (EWCP)
SCDC's overcrowding situation would have been much worse had it
not been for the impact of the Earned Work Credit Program and the
Extended Work Release Program on reducing facilities population. The
EWCP was authorized as part of the Litter Control Act signed into law by
the Governor on May 5, 1978. In addition to providing for the use of
inmates for litter control and removal, the Act amended Section
24-13-230 of the 1976 S. C. Code of Laws, and authorized SCDC's
Commissioner to allow a reduction of time served by inmates assigned
productive duty. Earned Work Credits were to be awarded on the basis of
performance on the assigned job as well as the classification level. The job
levels and the credits for a full-time job requiring more than four hours
work per day are as follows:
Level 2: One Earned
Level 3: One Earned
Level 5: One Earned
Level 7: One Earned
Work Credit for each
Work Credit for each
Work Credit for each





Those assigned to part-time jobs, requiring up to four hours each work
day, can earn one-half of the amount of credits shown above.
During FY 1984, an average of 7,730 inmates (or 79 percent of the
SCDC average daily population) were productively engaged on jobs and
earninq credits toward their time to serve. An additional 1,564 inmates,
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on the average, worked on jobs but due to their sentence category were
not eligible for motivational work credits as specified by the Litter
Control Act. Among those eligible for motivational work credit, a total of
7 49,028 credits were earned during this period for a productivity average
of 97 credit days per inmate. These credits ultimately will result in an
earlier release date for each of these inmates at an average of 5T days per
100 credit days earned for those released with sentence served and 100
days per 100 credit days for those paroled. A detailed breakdown of the
daily average of inmates in each job assignment and the total and average
numbers of work credits generated by each job during this period is
presented in Table 26 in the Statistical Section, pages gg through l l0. The
profile of inmates at each job level of productive work close to the end of
FY 1984 was as follows:
Level Full Time Part Time Number of Inmates
2 (One day credit for
each two days
worked) 3,259 3,260 (ss.s%)
3 (One day credit for
each three days
worked) 2,09r ID 2,106 (2r.6%)
5 (One day credit for
each five days
worked) r,322 5l r.373 (14.r%)
7 (One day credit for
each seven days
worked) 782 l4r 923 ( e.5%)
Unassigned/Not
Earning Credit' 2,074 2,074 (2l.sEo)
TOTAL 9,528 208 9,736
'Youthful offenders working and inmates on pre-release do not earn credits. Inmates
undergoing transfer, reception and evaluation processing, or administrative disciplinary
action are unassigned.
The Earned Work Credit Program was conceived as a strategy to
stabilize inmate population, thereby controlling the spiralling long-term
capital improvements and operating costs. Although the program has
been authorized for only six years and was fully operational for about 5Yz
years through the end of FY 1984, the effects of earned work credits on
the SCDC population level and operational costs have resulted in reduc-
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tion of time served by released inmates. Between July l, 1983, and June
30, 1984, 6,056 inmates were released from SCDC. Of that number, 4,174
inmates (69%) had their time served reduced via the productive work
provisions of the Litter Control Act.6 Collectively, these 4,174 released
inmates had their time reduced by 529,200 inmate days (or an average of
127 days per inmate affected). Thus, due to Earned Work Credit provi-
sions, the average decrease in bedspace needs was 1,446.
The population count on June 30, 1984, would have been 1,513 higher
without the provisions of the Litter Control Act authorizing earned work
credits. Using the FY 1984 average daily cost per inmate of 923.31 of state
funds (or $23.65 of total funds) the reduction of time served of rhe 4,I74
released inmates generated a saving (or reduced the need) of $12,335,562
in state funds (or $12,515,580 in total funds).
The total impact of the Earned Work Credit Program since its incep-
tion on May 5, 1978, has been tremendous. Since the program became
operational on july 3, 1978, 30,749 inmates have been released from
SCDC. Of this number f8,349 inmates (60%) had their time served
reduced as a result of this program. These 18,349 released inmates had
their time reduced by 1,764,668 inmate days (or an average of 96 days per
inmate affected). Using the average daily cost per inmate, for the period
FY 83-84, of $23.31 of state funds (or $23.65 of total funds) the reduction
of time served of the 18,349 released inmates generated a savings (or
reduced the need) of $41,134,877 in state funds (or $41,734,398 in total
funds).
Extended Work Release Program (EWRP)
Since legislative authorization on June 13, 1977, the EWRP has con-
tinued to facilitate the placement of eligible inmates in communities
residing with family sponsors, thereby relieving work release bedspace for
other inmates. Amended June 15, 1981, selection criteria for the EWRP
now provides the exceptional regular work release resident, convicted of a
first and not more than a second offense, the opportunity to reside with an
approved community sponsor and to be gainfully employed in the
community.T Each extended work release participant must have satisfac-
torily participated in regular work release, exhibited a desire to become a
law-abiding citizen, and satisfied other criteria set forth by departmental
6 Of the remaining 1,882 inmates released, 432 had earned work credits totallin g 17 ,537
but because of a combination of circurnstances were not affected in their release eligibility.
7 Before the amendment, only inmates convicted of non-violent crime were allowed to
participate in the EWRP.
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policl'. Participants in EWRP report to rvork release centers and are
requirecl to reimburse SCDC $21.00 a week for supervision.
During FY 198'1, 699 inmates rvere placed on EWRP; 4'1'1 successfulll'
completed the program and were released or paroled from SCDC, 139
rvere transferred to other programs, and 76 were terminated for rule
violations. The number of inmates in the program averaged 315 during
the fiscal vear and on June 30, 198,1, 325 program participants u'ere
residing 's'ith communitv sponsors rather than being housed in SCDC
facilities.
Health Services
Primarl- emphasis throughout the year continued to be placed on
containing/reducing health care costs and in overall improvement of
services. In the cost reduction area, SCDC participated jointly u'ith State
Personnel Division and the Department of Mental Health in attempts to
negotiate a favorable contract with community hospitals in the Columbia
Area for the treatment of inmates and other State clients. Although no
agreement u.as reached, the effort demonstrates the agency's determina-
tion to explore everv avenue that has a prospect of reducing health care
costs.
The utilization of Byrnes Clinical Center has been effective in assisting
the department to control the cost of health care for acute medical/
surgical problems. The cost of inpatient care at Byrnes Clinical Center is
substantially lower than at community hospitals, and Byrnes Clinical
Center Outpatient Clinics for surgical and orthopedic problems has
decreased the need for outside consultants and communitv hospitaliza-
tion, resulting in significant savings to the department.
In the area of service improvement, the State Park Correctional Center,
designed to meet the needs of the geriatric, chronicallv ill and/or phys-
ically handicapped offender, was opened in January 1984. Also, the
Division of Health Services initiated Quality Assurance, Infection Con-
trol, Risk N4anagement, and Staff Development committees during the
year. These committees are coordinated by a Clinical Nurse Specialist
with committee representation composed of members of the nursing staff
from each institution. The overall purpose of these programs is to improve
and document the level of health care provided. Health Education
programs for inmates continued this year, and Health Fairs continued to
be a successful approach to emphasizing the wellness concept. Institutions
continued to offer a variety of health education programs based on the
individual needs of the inmate population.
Mental Health activities throughout the year encompassed two major
areas. The first involved recruiting and hiring of the most experienced
and orofessional staff available for the new Gilliam Mental Health
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Center, rvhich r.vas nearing completion by the end of the fiscal year. The
second area of emphasis rvas in the ongoing development of programs to
provide even more efficient and effective treatment and care to emo-
tionally disturbed inmates. This program development was also closely
tied to research and evaluation of ongoing programs. The latter involved
both publications and presentations, resulting in national attention for
these programs.
Direct health care costs rose from $6,715,71,1 in FY 1983 to $7,370,299
in FY 198.1. Per capita health care costs rose from $715 in FY 1983 to $751
in FY 1984.
Correctional Industries and Farming Operations
SCDC's industries experienced continued improvements in sales and a
diversification of production in FY 1984. Industry sales for Fiscal Year
198.1 shorved a 22.6% increase from $3,461,42I to $4,242,000. This
increase lvas spread among the majority of the plants with the Woods
Product Pllnt shou'ing the greatest improvement. Additionally, nerv
laundr,v equipment including four 600-pound washers and two dryers
rvere installed at the Central Laundry. This was accomplished without
losing a single day of production time. The new equipment enabled the
Central Laundry to greatly improve the qualitv it renders to its customers.
In June, I98,1, an Advisory Board for Correctional Industries was formed.
It is composed of distinguished businessmen and women from throughout
the State. The purpose of the Advisory Board is to assist Correctional
Industries in expanding its market, in improving public relations with
legislators, the general public, and the industrial community and in giving
overall guidance to the program.
The Division of Industries' Agricultural Branch provided Food Service
rvith 100% of the agencv's requirement for pork and milk. Pork produc-
tion averaged 43,765 pounds live weight per rveight. N{ilk production
averaged 33,950 gallons per month. At the close of 1984, nerv grain
storage bins rvere purchased for the Agricultural Branch. This will elimi-
nate the need for all farm storage in the future. A new feed covered floor
was constructed for ther hog operation eliminating the need for range
feeders. By the close of 1984, the dairy at the Wateree River Correctional
Institution neared completion with an expected start-up date of
November, 198.1.
Personnel Administration and Training
Significant developments in personnel administration during the fiscal
year included tighter screening of correctional applicants, development
of the "Employee Assistance Program," the training and development of
Emergency Response Teams, conversion of 75 security employees to
L)t)
Police Officer Retirement, decentralizing personnel functions, and the
revision of the department's comprehensive affirmative action plan.
Research and groundwork were done for two major projects that could
have substantial impact on the agency. One was the development and
approval of a plan for tighter screening of correctional applicants and for
using more valid tests before hiring persons. The second was development
and approval of an in-house "Employee Assistance Program" that would
provide emplovees a confidential source of assessment and referral for
help, when job performance is affected by stress, emotional illness, and
disease such as alcoholism or drug addiction. Both projects should move
forward next fiscal year.
Several advances were made in the area of training and staff develop-
ment. In the area of training and staff development, 22 additional CPR
instructors were trained to maximize our emergency health care efforts.
Also, training record maintenance was significantly improved with the
addition of a micro computer tied into the Criminal Justice Academy host
computer. Extensive workshops were also held for key agency employees
on payroll procedures, attendance reporting, and leave policies; these
should eliminate some employee questions and reduce many errors in
reportrng.
Approximately 75 workers, deputy wardens, and specialized security-
type positions were converted from the State Retirement System to the
Police Retirement System. This eliminates a few of the inequities in the
administration of the two systems.
Other efforts concentrated on decentralizing personnel functions. A
pilot project was installed to decentralize non-security records to the
institution of assignment. Previously, only correctional officer records
were located at the institution. This project initially involves only four
facilities but will be expanded to others given a successful pilot test. The
State Personnel Division gave the department the authority to determine
and assign merit system grades to several job classifications. This de-
centralization is part of an overall project to give agencies more decision-
making responsibility in the human resource area.
The Department's Affirmative Action Plan is being revised and a
separate plan for each geographic region is being prepared. All plans are
scheduled for approval during September, 1984. Separate plans will
permit the Personnel Division to detect areas of underutilization of
females and minority groups, ensuring equal opportunity employment.
Progress has been made in hiring and promoting females and minorities
to managerial and professional positions, and the department will con-
tinue to progress during the coming year.
Grievances and turnover rates were well above last year's levels. The
Correctional Officer turnover rate increased significantly, particularly in
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the Appalachian Region where the re-vitalized private sector job market
attracted many of our employees.
Division of Human Services
The Division of Human Services provides appropriate, specialized
institutional service to inmates. The Division is responsible for conducting
needs assessment, developing funding sources for special needs, and
coordinating service delivery with external social agencies. Among the
major accomplishments in FY 1984 was the development of a social skills
training course, titled Hor^o to lmprooe Your Life, the development of a
nine-hour drug abuse education course, expansion of the Habilitation
Unit to serve a broader range of developmental problems, and completion
of a chapel at Manning Correctional Institution. Additionally, an Adult
Work Activitv Component (sheltered workshop) was added to the Hab-
ilitation Unit.
CRANT ASSISTANCE DURING FY 1984
Through the South Carolina State Department of Education:
o Chapter I (formerlv Title I) to supplement and upgrade educational
programs rvithin the South Carolina Department of Corrections for
youths under 21. years of age: 9326,000 for July 1, lgSg to June S0,
1984.
e Direct service delivery (Public Law 9,1-142) to provide special educa-
tion for the handicapped (learning disabilities), age 2l and under:
$24,155 for July I, 1983 to June 30, 1984.
o Adult Basic Education to hire teachers and furnish supplies for basrc
education programs at multi-grade levels: 9162,906 for Julv l, lg8B
to June 30, 1984.
o Chapter II (formerly Title IV, Part B) to furnish instructional mate-
rials and equipment at the institutional library to enhance educa-
tional programs: $6,340 for July f, 1983, to June 80, 1984.r Vocational Education Act (VEA) to provide vocational training to
the underprivileged and furnish skills to prepare them for beneficial
employment upon release: $222,354 for July I, Ig8g to June S0, 1984.
Through the S, C. State Librarg Board:
o Library Services - Book collection improvement for the SouthCarolina Department of Corrections' libraries: $16,000 for July l,
1983 to June 30, 1984.
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Through the State Board t'or Technical and Comprehensiue Education:
o Combination Welding at CCI to train 30 inmates in r.velding skills:
$19,0i2 for October l, 1983 to June 30, 1984.
o Multi-Skill Training Project to provide instruction in brick masonry
and carpentry to 90 inmates at KCI: $45,108 for October l, 1983 to
June 30, 1984.
JTPA (Job Training Partnership Act) through the Coaernor's Ot't'ice:
o JTPA Services - (a combination of Linkage and Transition Servicesof previous years) to supplement the 30-day work release program
and assist incarcerated of fenders to attain a comprehensive transition
into the labor market: $166,543 for October i, 1983 to June 30, 198't
Through the National Institute of Corrections:
o Inmate Grievance Program to reinforce the inmate grievance sYstem
by developing a state-rvide training program: $7,000 for June 15,
1983 to December 15, 1983.
Through the U. S. Department of Justice:
o SANCR (State Assistance for
gram - To fund a program
Prisoner Statistics Reporting
1982 to September 29, 1983.
National Corrections Reporting) Pro-
for the improvement of the National
Program: $8,160 for September 30,




Annual Report of the Board of Corrections and the Commissioner of the
South Carolina Department of Corrections
Monthly Report to the Board of Corrections
Inmate Guide
Youthful Offender Services Information Guide
Communitl, Services Information Guide
Community Services Resident Guide
Defined N{inimum Program for the Palmetto Unified School District
Number One Within the South Carolina Department of Corrections
8 For previous SCDC publications and documents, see previous SCDC Annual Reports
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Newsletters/Pamphlets
The lntercom, quarterly newsletter prepared by the Division of Public
Affairs
About Face, newsletter prepared by the Department of Corrections'
inmates
"We Think You Ought to Know . . .," prepared by the Division of Public
Affairs
Special Reports
Employee Adjustment Committee Manual
Budget Presentation, Fiscal Year I984-85
Operation Get-Smart: An Inside View Of Crime And Imprisonment
SCDC Inmate Grievance Procedure Training Manual
Annual Permanent Improvements Plan for Fiscal Year I984-85
South Carolina Department of Corrections In-Service Training Manual
State and Federal Legal Update





Detailed inmate statistics are presented on pages 42 to ll7 . Tables 7 to
l3 therein delineate the characteristics of inmates admitted to SCDC
during FY 1984. Tables 14 to 23 describe the inmate population in SCDC
at the end of FY 1984. Tables 24 to 25 pertain to inmates released from
SCDC during FY f984. The following provides an overview of inmate
population flow and characteristics.
Average Population and Facility Occupancy in FY 1984
o During FY 1984, on an average daily basis, SCDC had 9,813 incar-
cerated inmates under its custody. For every 100 inmates, 83 were
housed in SCDC facilities, 6 in Designated Facilities, and I I were
placed in other locations.
o SCDC's average daily population in FY I984 significantly increased
by a.5% over FY 1983.
. SCDC facilities continued to be overcrowded in FY 1984, although
total design capacity had increased by 250 beds by fiscal year end.
Overall, SCDC facilities were housing about one and one-fourth
times the number of inmates they were designed to hold. Based on
the safe and reasonable capacity, Campbell Work Release Center
was most overcrowded (almost one and three fourths its rated
capacity).
o Based on design capacity, in only 8 of the 27 SCDC facilities u'as
there a lack of overcrowding on an average daily basis; based on the
safe and reasonable capacity, 14 facilities were not overcrowded.
Profile of Inmates Admitted to SCDC During FY 1984
Of the 6,209 admissions recorded by the Correctional Information
System during FY 1984, their profile was as follows:
o For every 100 inmates admitted, 40 were rvhite male, 53 non-white
male, 3 white female and 4 non-white female.
o Forty-five (45) out of every 100 inmates admitted were from the
Appalachian Region, 27 from the Midlands Region, and 28 from the
Coastal Region.
o The most common offensese among admissions were: Larceny (23
out of 100 inmates admitted were convicted of this offense). Dan-
gerous Drugs (ll/100), Burglary (9/100), Traffic Offensesr0 (8/100),
Robbery (7/100), and Assault (6/100).
s In the case of multiple offenders, only the most serious offense is counted.
r0 Including Driving Under the Influence.
39
r The average age for inmates admitted in FY 1984 was 28 years 5
months (seven months older than FY 1983 admissions). Generally as
groups, non-u'hites were somewhat younger (one to two years) tharr
rvhites, and males were slightly younger than females (4 to 9 months).
o For every 100 inmates admitted, l3 were l9 years of age or vounger
and 50 between 20 to 29 vears of age (more than half, therefore, were
30 years of age or .vounger).
o Inmates admitted in FY 1984 had an average sentence of 5 years and
6 months. (This average is ten months more than that in FY 1983.)
o Generally, non-white male admissions had longer average sentences
than white males (6 years I month for the former, 5 years I month for
the latter). Female admissions had shorter average sentences than
males. Noted differences in types of offenses/nature of crimes may
contribute to variations in sentence.
o For every 100 admissions, 15 had a YOA sentence and 32 had a
sentence of a year or less. The number of YOA's decreased in FY 198'l
(187 fewer), and the percentage of admissions with YOA sentences
decreased. Admissions in the vear or less category increased (lIl.
more in FY 1984).
Profile of Inmates in SCDC As of June 30, 1984
There was a total of 9,736 inmates in SCDC as of ]une 30, 1984 (39 or
.4Vo more than approximately the same date a year ago). The charac-
teristics of these inmates were as follows:
o For every 100 inmates in SCDC, 39 rvere white males, 57 non-white
males, 2 white females and 2 non-white females.
o There was about the same proportion of non-white males in the
system on June 30, 1984 (57%), as there was on June 30, 1983 (56%).
Proportionally, white males remained at 39%.
o Out of every 100 inmates, 17 were in AA custody, 42inA, 30in B, 3 in
C, 5 in M, and I in protective. The custody grade composition had no
major difference from that on june 30, I983.
. Most serious offenses for inmates in SCDC on June 30, 1984, were:
Larceny (21 out of every 100 inmates were convicted of this offense),
Robbery (17l100), Homicide (15/100), Burglary (9/100), Assault
(7/I00), and Dangerous Drugs (8/100).11
rr Because of the relatively fast turnover with short sentences, the leading offenses for the
inmate population in SCDC on specific dates were somewhat different from those for
admission cohorts. Traffic offenses which carry relatively short sentences were the fourth
leading (most serious) among admissions cohorts, but ranked number 9 among offenses for
theinmatepopulationasof June30, 1984. Only2.4% of inmatepopulationasof thatdate
were convicted of traffic offerrses.
40
o The average age among all inmates in SCDC on June 30, 1984, was 29
vears 6 months (28 years 11 months a year ago) This average was
slightly lower for females (29 years 2 months). Non-white males were
-vounger than their white counterparts (29 years and 30 vears 'l
months, respectively).
o The average sentence of the SCDC inmate population on this date
rvas 12 years 7 months. For non-white males, the average was 13
years 2 months, as compared to l2 years 2 months for white males.
White females had an average sentence of 7 years 7 months; non-
white females, 7 vears 9 months.
o There were fewer YOA's in SCDC on June 30, 1984, than a year ago
(799 or 8.2% versus 884 or 9.1%). There was an increase in the
number of lifers (804 (8.3%) on June 30, 1984, versus 748 (7.7%) a
year ago).
o On June 30, 198'1, there were more white males (8.9%) than non-
white males (7.7vc) in the life category; there were also more white
males (9.8%) than non-white males (7.1%) in the YOA sentence
category. The number of non-white females versus white females for
liferslvas comparable (Life: 19 vs. 21), but there were ferver non-
rvhite YOA's than white YOA's (12 vs. 20).
Statistics on Inmates Released from SCDC During FY 1984
During FY 1984, SCDC released 6,056 inmates Of everv 100 inmates
released, l5 were youthlul offenders paroled bv the Youthful Offender
Branch of SCDC's Division of Classification and Community Program; 2l
were paroled by the Probation, Parole and Pardon Board;37 had served
the maximum term of their sentence after consideration for good time
credits; and t9 were placed on probation. The remaining 8 were released
upon paying a fine or appeal bond or death.
o For every 100 inmates released, over half (54) served one year or less
while 2 served ten or more years. The average time served for all
inmates released was I vear and l0 months.
4T
TABLE 2




































































































































































I This category of inmates do not take up bedspace in SCDC facilities and have increased in number as institutional diversionary programs are implemented
- Extended Work Release Program (in I978), Supervised Furlough and Provisional Parole Program (in 1982). Special placements"included those rnmates
assigned to the Governor's Mansion, State Park Health Center, the State Law Enforcement Di,r-ision, the Criminal Jusiice Academy, the Commissioner's
Home, hospital facilities, Alston Wilkes Half-way Houses, Interstate Corrections Compact, authorized absences, Extended WorL Release, Supervised
Furlough and Provisional Parole.
2 Since April 1, I975, suitable county and local facilities have been designated as facilities to hold State inmates as a remporary measure to alleviate
overcrowded conditions in SCDC facilities.
3 Average calculated from January - June population figures.
FIGURE 3













I 960 1962 | 966 I 968 I 970 1972 | 980 1982 I 984
TABLE 3
































































































































I This categorv of inmates do not take up bedspace in SCDC facilities and have increased in number as institutional diversionary programs are implemented
- Extended Work Release Program (in I978), Supervised Furlough and Provisional Parole Programs (in I982). Special placements include those inmatesassigned to the Governor's Mansion, Byrnes Clinical Center, the State Law Enforcement Division, the Criminal Justice Academy, the Commissioner's
Home, hospital facilities, Alston Wilkes Half-way Houses, Interstate Corrections Compact, authorized absences, Extended Work Release, Supervised
Furlough and Provisional Parole.
2Since April l, 1975, suitable county and local facilities have been designated as facilities to hold State inmates as a temporary measure to alleviate
overcrowded conditions in SCDC facilities.
.t l('utul 4







LOCATION OF AVERAGE SCDC INMATE POPULATION
FY 1984




Medi um/Maximum Faci I i t ie
2843/29.0%










*A fisting of these special placements is given in Table 3.
TABLE 4
PER INMATE COSTS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
FISCAL YEARS 1973.1984'
Source: Division of Resource and Information Managemenr
I Calculation of the SCDC per inmate costs is based 6n the average number of inmates rn
SCDC facilities and does not include state inmates held in designaied facilities, institutional
diversionary programs or other non-SCDC locations.
2 That is, state and federal funds (and other revenues in Fiscal years 1973-lg83).
Fiscal Year











































































ANNUAL PER INMATE COSTS OF SCDC
1 980 1 981
Federal Funds
TABLE 5


























Source: Ilivision of Resource and Information Management




ADMISSIONS TO AND RELEASES FROM
SCDC BASE POPULATION











YOA Without New Sentence
YOA With New Sentence
Non-YOA Without New Sentence























































Total Admissions 5,788 lo I 6,209 100.0
Releases
Expiration of Sentence/Released Less
Good Time
Placed on Probation
Paroled by YOA Board
































Total Releases 5,61l 445 6.056 100.0
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management
FIGURE 7
RACE AND SEX OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED
DURING FY 1984









DISTRIBUTION BY COMMITTING COUNTY AND CORRECTIONAL REGION OF SCDC INMATES
ADMITTED DURINC FY 1984






White Non-White White Non-White




















































































































































































































































































































DISTRIBUTION BY COMMIT'IING COUNTY AND CORRECTIONAL REGION OF SCDC INMATES
ADMITTED DURING FY 1984






White Non-V /hite White Non-White































































































































































































DISTRIBUTION BY COMMITTING COUNTY AND CORRECTIONAL REGION OF SCDC INMATES
ADMITTED DURING FY 1984
(JULY I, 1983 - JUNE 30, 1984)
Source; Division of Resource and Information Managemenr.
I Percentage distribution does not add up to I00% due to rounding,
2 Ranking is in descending order according to number of commitments; the county having the largest number of total commitments is ranked number one




White Non-White White Non-White



























































































TOTAL .,. 2,475 100.0 3,313 99.9 r82 99.9 239 r00.0 6,209 99.9
FIGURE 8
INMATE ADMISSIONS BY COMMITTING COUNTY









OFFENSE DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED DURING FY T984





























































































































































































TABLE 8 - Continued
OFFENSE DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED DURING FY 1984
0uLY l, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)
Of fense Classificationr
Male Female Total







'fraffic Offenses .. . ...















































































































TOTAL NUMBER OF OFFENSES3 1,61i 5,829 382 392 I 1.250
TOTAL NUMBER OF
OFFENDERSS , , ,. .) /T< 3,313 t82 239 6.209
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management
rAn elaboration of these offenses is included in Section H of the Appendix, page I26.
t ianking is in descending order according to offense; the offense categorv with the largest total number is ranked number one.
3 All offe"nses committed bi, an inmate are clunted; therefore, because of multiple offenses for some inmates, the total number of offenses exceeds the total
number of inmates.
' Percentase is less than 0.I%.
FIGURE 9




MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED DURING FY T984


















































































































































































































MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED
ouLY l, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)
DURINC FY 1984
0f fense Classif icationr
Male Female Total





Traffic Offenses ..... .


































































































OFFENDERS ..,, 2,475 3.313 r82 239 6,209
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
I An elaboration of these offenses is included in Section H of the Appendix, page 126.
2 Ranking is in descending order according to offense; the offense category with the largest total number is ranked number one.
3 Of the total number of inmates sentenced for homicide, 58 (t9.5%)were under the mandatorl'20-vear parole eligibility act. Details of this act are given in
Section I of the Appendix, page 129.
{ Of the total number of inmates u'ho rvere convicted of robbery, \74 (42.4%) were sentenced under the Armed Robberl Act of 1975, a description of which
is contained in Section I of the Appendix, page 129.
Percentage is less than 0.I{.
FIGURE 10
MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE OF SCDC INMATES





SENTENCE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC INMATES ADMIT:IED DURING FY 1984
ouLY I, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)
t9
Source: Division of Resource and Information Managemerrr.
rPercentage may not equal 100% due to rounding.
2 This average does not include life, death and YOA sentences.
Sentence Length
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White White Non-white
Number Percentr Number Percentl Number Percentr Number Percentl Number Percentl
YOA
3 Monthsor Less ........
3 Months I Day-l Year . .
lYear..
I Year I Day-2 Years ....
2 Years I Day-3 Years ...
3 Years I Day-4 Years ...
4 Years I Day-5 Years ...
5 Years I Day-6 Years ...
6 Years I Day-7 Years . . .
7 Years I Day-8 Years ...
8 Years I Day-9 Years ...
9 Years I Day-10 Years ..
l0 Years I Day-20 Years
20 Years I Day-30 Years
Over 30 Years . .
Life w/I0-Yrs. Parole Elig.


























































































































































































TOTAL 2,475 99.9 3,3r3 99.8 I82 99.5 239 99.9 6,209 r00.0
Average Sentence Length2 5 yrs, I mo 6 yrs. I mo. 2 yrs. 10 mos, 2 yrs. 8 mos. 5 yrs. 6 mos
FIGURE II
SENTENCE LENGTHS OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED
DURING FY 1984
F]GURE 'I'I























3 Yrs. 'l DaY - 4 Yrs'
4Yrs.IDaY-5Yrs.




9 Yrs. I Day - 10 Yrs.
'10 Yrs. I Day - 20 Yrs.











AGE DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED DURINC FY 1984




Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.





TotalWhite Non-White White Non-White



















































































































































































verage Age 29 28 ol zg 29
FICURE 12














DISTRIBUTION BY COMMITTING PLANNING DISTRICTS' OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED
DURING FY 1984
(JULY l, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
I Counties comprising each planning district are listed in Section F of the Appendix, page 124
2 Percentage distribution does not add up to 100% due to rounding.
" Percentase is less than 0.1.
Planning Districtsr
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White White Non-White
























































































































TOTAL 2.475 r00.0 3.313 100.0 r82 99.6 239 99.8 6,209 99.8
FIGURE T3
















DISTRIBUTION BY COMMITTING JUDICIAL CIRCUITS' OF SCDC INMATES ADMITTED
DURING FY 1984
(JULY l, r983-JUNE 30. r984)
icial Circuits
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White White Non-White




















































































































































































TOTAL 100.3 3,313 r00.0 182 99,7 239 100. I 6.209 100.0
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
rCounties comprising each judicial circuit are listed in Section G of the Appendix, page I25.
2 Percentage distribution does not add up to t00% due to rounding.
' Percentase is less than 0.1%.
FIGURE 14
COMMTTTTNG JUDTCIAL CTRCUTTS OF SCDC








RACE AND SEX OF SCDC INMATES











DISTRIBUTION BY COMMITTING COUNTY AND CORRECTIONAL RECION OF SCDC TOTAL




White Non-White White Non-White Total
















































































































































































































































































































































DISTRIBUTION BY COMMITTING COUNTY AND CORRECTIONAL RECION OF SCDC TOTAL
INMATE POPULATION,* AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
rPercentage distribution does not add up to 100% due to rounding.
2 Ranking is in descending order according to number of commitments; the county having the largest number of total commitments is ranked number one
" The total inmate population excludes 986 YOA parolees who are also under SCDC's jurisdiction, and are included in budgetary considerations.
" Percentaqe is less than 0.I%.
Committing County
Male Female
White Non-White White Non-White Total






















































































































































































































































TOTAL 3,761 100.0 5,553 r00.0 189 IOO. I 233 r00.0 9.736 r00.0
FICURE 16
CO\{MITTING COUNTIES AND CORRECTIONAL RECIONS O}-









TYPE OF OFFENSE DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION.-
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
Of f ense Classif icationr
Male Female Total




















































































































































































































TYPE OF OFFENSE DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC TOTAL














Crimes Against Persons . . .
Propertv Crimes ........
























































































3,76r 5,553 I89 233 9,736
Source: Division of Resource and Information Manaqemenr.
rAn elaboration of these offenses is included in Section H of the Appendix, page 126.
2 Ranking is in descending order according to offense; the offense category with the largest total number is ranked number one.
3 All offenses committed by an inmate are counted; therefore, because of multiple of fenses for some inmates, the total number of offenses exceeds the total
number of inmates.
" The total inmate population excludes 986 YOA parolees who are also under SCDC s jurisdiction and included in budgetary considerations.
" " Percentage is less than 0.1%.
FIGURE 17
OFFENSES OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
/c)
TABLE T6
MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,"















Rank2White Non-White White Non-White Number Percent
Immigration









































































































































































































Of fense Classif icationr
Male Female Total
Rank2





Traffic Offenses. . . . . .






































































































MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
POPULATION,
Source: Division of Resource and Information Manaqement.rAn elaboration of these offenses is included in section H of the Appendix, page 126.
2 Ranling is. in descending order according to offense; the offense 
""t"go.y 
*itf, the largest total number is ranked number one
'3tl*,i:T1::*:.fl:1T,,,"'::1,:.nced rlr homici d.e,s22(22.6v0)were"under the m^;;"",;;;:;;;' r","r" "i*iuir*, ]li"ii[tr",.r,r,isact are grvenin Section I of the Appendix, page l2gr J u  r In cll , z .
a Of the total number of inmates who were convicted of robberv. r'321 (82 0%) were sentenced under the Armed Robbery Act of rg75, a description olwhich is contained in Section I of the Appendix, page l2g.
t
' The total inmate populatior excludes 986 YoA p".o.-I""t who are also under scDC's jurisdiction and included in budgetary considerations." " Percentage is less than 0.1%.
FICURE 18
MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE OF
SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,





SENTENCE LENCTH DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,"
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
Source: Division of Resource and Information Manage-nent.
rPercentage does not equal 100% due to rounding.
2 This average does not include life, death and YOA sentences.
' The total inmate population excludes 986 YOA parolees who are also under SCDC's jurisdiction, and are included in budgetary considerations
Sentence Length
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White White Non-White
Number Percent Number Percentl Number Percentl Number Percent Number Percentr
YOA...
3 Months or Less .
3 Months I Day-l Year ... . .
I Year .
I Year I Dav-2 Years ... . ..
2 Years I Dav-S Years .... . .
3 Years I Day-4 Years ......
4 Years I Day-5 Years ... ..
5 Years I Day-6 Years ......
6 Years I Day-7 Years ... ..
7 Years I Dav-8 Years .. . . . .
8 Years I Day-9 Years .....
9 Years I Day-10 Years .. ...
I0 Years I Day-20 Years ...
20 Years I Day-30 Years ....
Over 30 Years..
Life wrI0-Yr. Parole Elig. ..

























































































































































































TOTAL 3.76I 100.0 5.553 100.0 I89 100.0 233 99.8 9,736 100. I
verage Sentence Length2 12 yrs. 2 mos. 13 yrs. 2 mos 7 yrs. 7 mos. 7 yrs. 9 mos 12 yrs. 7 mos
FICURE 19
SENTENCE LENGTHS OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
YOA











9 Yrs.-l Day - 10 Yrs.
'10 Yrs. 1 Day - 20 Yrs.








Non -l,,lh i te I
81
TABLE T8
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC INMATE POPULATION,' AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
IThis distribution reflects the age of inmates as of June 30, 1984.
2 Percentage distribution does not add up to I00% due to rounding.
' The total inmate population excludes 986 YOA Parolees who are also under SCDC s jurisdiction, and are included in budgetary considerations,
" Percentage is less than 0.1%.
Ag"t
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White w ite Non-White











































































































































TOTAL ,.., 3,761 IOO. I 5.553 I00.0 189 99.9 233 99.9 9,736 99.9
Special Age Groupings
t7,. ......

































Average Age 30 Years 29 Years 3l Years 3l Years 30 Years
FIGURE 20
AGE GROUPS OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION.
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984














tlhire I\\ Non-l,lh i te
83
TABLE 19
AGE AT TIME OF ADMISSION OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION'*




Source: Division of Resource and Information Management
rPercentage distribution does not add up to 100% due to rounding
. The totaiinmate population excludes SSo yOA parolees *ho are also under SCDC's iurisdiction, and are included in budgetary considerations
Age
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White w ite Non-White
































































































































































































AGE AT TIME OF ADMISSION OF SCDC TOTAL
INMATE POPULATION,






CUSTODY GRADE DISTRIBUTION BY COMMITTING CORRECTIONAL REGION, RACE AND




TotalWhite Non-White w ite Non-White













































































































































































































































































































































CUSTODY GRADE DISTRIBUTION BY COMMITTING CORRECTIONAL REGION, RACE AND
sEx oF scDC TOTAL INMATES POPULATION, AS OF JUNE 30' 1984
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management
rPercentage distribution may not add up to I00% due to rounding.
'The totaiinmate population excludes SSO yOA parolees who are under SCDS's jurisdiction and included in budgetary consideration
Custody Grade
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White White Non-White




























































































































































































































CUSTODY GRADES OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE




















COMMITTING PLANNING DISTRICTS' OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,*
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
I Counties comprising each planning district are listed in Section F of the Appendix, page 724.
2 Percentage distribution does not equal 100% due to rounding.
" The total inmate population excludes 986 YOA parolees who are also under SCDCT jurisdiction, and are included in budgetary considerations
"" Percentage is less than 0.I%
Planning Districts
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White White Non-White






























































































































TOTAL ,. 3,761 I00. t 5.553 99.9 r89 99.9 233 99.9 9,736 99.9
FIGURE 23
COMMITTING PLANNING DISTRICTS
OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION.

































COMMITTING JUDICIAL CIRCUITS' OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,*
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
Out
TOT
Sourcer Division of Resource and Information Management.
rCounties comprising each judicial circuit are listeJ in Section G, of the Appendix, page I25.
2 Percentage distribution does not equal I00% due to rounding.
" The total inmate population exludes 986 YOA parolees who are also under SCDC s jurisdiction, and are included in budgetary considerations
'" Percentaqe is less than 0.IZo.
icial Circuits
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White w ite Non-White


















































































































































































3,761 r00. l J,DDJ 99.9 189 99.8 233 r00.0 9,736 r00.0
l0
FIGURE 24
COMMITTING JUDICIAL CIRCUITS OF SCDC
TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,














REMAINING TIME TO SERVE OF SCDC TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,"
AS OF JUNE 30, 1984
I Full impact for statutory, meritorious, and work credit as earned have been included; projections as to credits to be accrued have not been made in time
remaining calculations.
2 Percentage distribution does not equal 100% due to rounding.
3 Excludes youthful offenders and inmates with life and death sentences.




White Non-White White Non-White
Number Percent2 Number Percenl Number Percenl Number Percent2 Number Percentz
Youthful Offender
(indeterminant sentence)
3 months or less ..... ....
3 months I day-6 months .
6 months I day-9 months .
9 months I day-12 months
I year I day-2 years .....
2 years I dav-3 years ....
3 years I day-4 years ....
4 years I day-S years ....
5 years I day-6 years ..,.
6 years I day-? years ....
7 years I day-8 years ....
8 years I day-9 years ....
9 years I day-10 years . . .
l0 years I day-tS years . .
l5 years I dav-20 years . .
20 years I day-30 years . .






















































































































































































TOTAL NUMBER OF INMATES 3,761 99.9 5.553 r00.0 189 r00.0 oaa 100. l 9.736 99.9
AVERAGE TIME3 TO SERVE 4 yrs. 2 mos. 4 yrs. 5 mos. 2 yrs. 10 mos 2 yrs. 7 mos 4 yrs. 3 mos.
FIGURE 25
REMAINING TIME TO SERVE OF SCDC
TOTAL INMATE POPULATION,














9 Yrs. I Day - 10 Yrs.
l0 Yrs. 'l Day - l5 Yrs.
15 Yrs. I Day - 20 Yrs.







DISTRIBUTION OF TIME SERVED BY SCDC INMATES RELEASED DURING FY T984













Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
IPercentage distribution does not add up to I00% due to rounding.
'Percentase is less than 0.I%.
me Served
Male Female Total
White Non-White White Non-White
Number Percenll Number Percentr Number Percentl Number Percent Number Percentl
 months or Iess .........
3 months I day-6 months .
 months I day-9 months .
9 months I day-12 months
I year I day-2 years .....
2 years I day-3 years ....
3 years I day-4 years ....
4 years I day-S years ....
 years I day-6 years ....
 years I day-7 years ....
 years I day-8 years ....
 years I day-9 years ....
9 years I day-10 years . . .
l0 years I day-15 years . .
15 years i day-20 years . ,
20 years I day-30 years . .









































































































































































AL NUMBER OF INMATES 99.9 3,r39 99.9 173 100. I 272 100.0 6.056 99.9










3 Mos. or less
3Mos.lOay-6Mos.
6Mos.lDay-9l4os.
9 Mos. 1 Day - 12 Mos'








9 Yrs. I Day - 10 Yrs.
l0 Yrs. I Day - 15 yrs.
l5 Yrs. I Day - 20 Yrs.
20 Yrs. 1 Day - 30 Yrs.
0ver 30 Years
FIGURE 26
TIME SERVED BY SCDC INMATES
RELEASED DURING FY T984
l^lhi te ls\rL\ \ Non-t.tnite I
96
TABLE 25
DISTRIBUTION BY WORK CREDITS EARNED AND TYPE OF
RELEASE OF SCDC INMATES RELEASED DURINC FY 1984




















N/A 9I4 0 83 6 J 1,013
0 u 266 178 dJ t1 554
r-50 U 133 960 42 528 202 t.865
l-100 U 229 340 l3 233 I6 83t
I01-I50 0 z;tJ 194 l2 123 4 568
151-200 t, I54 r39 2 69 2 366
201-250 U 101 79 5 36 3 22i
25r-300 0 9l 48 30 t75
301-350 0 oz 36 z 17 0 ll?
351-400 .. 0 46 zl 2 7 0 82
40I-450 ..... 0 3l 27 ti 0 59
451-500 0 14 l8 I 69
50r-550 0 q< u 2 0 39
551-Over 0 72 16 0 0 89
Total Releases 914 I oa? 2.238 271 t46 248 6.054
Total Work
Credits Earned 0 251,837 r77.629 4,641 85,070 7.920 ,097
Average Credits
Earned Per
Inmate Released2 0 208.6 83. I ZI.J I J,Z 32.6 107.8
I Other releases include inmates discharged by court order, released on appeal bond, discharged upon paying fine
or died.
2 Inmates with unknown/no data on earned work credits, or did not participate in motivational work program, and




AVERAGE TIME SERVED BY SCDC INMATES





DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES By JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING Fy 1984





Average Number of Inmates Assigned Per Day During Period
Part-Time Part-Time Total Total
With No Total Earning Number ol







Butler Room Supervisor .......
g Cafeteria Super./Senior Cook...e Carpenter Supervisor
Inmate Grievance Clerk .......
SCDC Inmate Adv. Rep. ......
Design Engineer, Ad. Consultant
Electrician Supervisor
General Construction Super. ....
Grade Super., HT. & AC ......
Heat/Air Cond. Super.






















































































































































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984





Average Number of Inmates Assigned Per Day During Period
Full-Time Part-Time Part-Time Total Total Average No.
No With No Total Earning Number of of Credits





Teacher Assistant Super. ... ,...
Librarian/Bookmobile Oper. . . .
Truck Driver, Heavy . .
Warehouse Supervisor
Welding Supervisor
Heavy Eq. Operator. Skilled . . .
Heavy Farm Eq. Operator, Skilled
Abattoir Hvy. Equip. Oper. . . . .
Bindery Supervisor
Dark Room & Plate Suoervisor
Press Supervisor ......
























































































































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984
0uLY t, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)










Total Total Average No.
Total Earning Number of of Credits

















Sewing Machine Repairer .....
Canteen Supervisor
Sm Engine Chief Mech/lnst . . .
Work Release





Community Transit. Service . . .





















































































































































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984
0uLY I, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)

























































































































Dining Room Supervisor ..





































































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984





Average Number of Inmates Assigned Per Day During Period
Part-Time Part-Time Total Total Average No.
With No Total Earning Number of of Credits
Credit Credit Inmateso Credits" Credits Per Job"o
o]
Hvy. Eq. Operator, Semi-Skilled
Housekeeper









Material Handling Eq Op
MeatCutter...
Meathandler . . .
Mechanic
Senior Serv. Stat. .lttend. .....
Medical Assistant





















































































































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984
0uLY I, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)
Job Description
Average Number of Inmates Assigned Per Day During Period
Full-Time Full-Time Part-Time Part-Time Total Total Average No.
With No With No Total Earning Number of of Credits


































Safety Security Clerk . .
Secretary














































































































































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984
ouLY I, 1983 - JUNE 30, 1984)










Total Total Average No,
Earning Number of of Credits







































Vegetab. Preparation Super. ...
Wardkeeper
Warehouse Super. Assistant . . .
Waste Treatment Super. ......
Welder .








































































Hort. Spec. Grower, Inside . . .
Dental Lab Tech., Skilled . . . .
Provisional Parole
Level 5

































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY T984
0uLY l, 1983 -JUNE 30, 1984)








Total Total Average No,
Total Earning Number of of Credits





















Title Changed to 05360 .......
Canteen Operator Helper .. ....
Carpenter Helper .
Commissary Operator Helper . .
Concrete Finisher Helper ...,..
Title Changed to05360 .......
Dairy Helper
Dip Tank Operator Helper. . . . .
Drafter Helper
Electrician Helper .
Furniture Assembler Helper ....










































































































Heavy Eq, Operator Helper .
Instrument Fitter Helper . . .
Insulator Helper .
































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984





Average Number of Inmates Assigned Per Day During Period
Part-Time Part-Time Total Total Average No.
Earning Number of of Credits























License Tag Qual. Cntrl. Op. Hlpr
Livestock Caretaker Hlpr. .....
Locksmith Helper .
Machine Operator Helper. . . . ..
Mailroom Clerk . .












































































Pattern Maker Helper ...,.
Pipe Fitter Helper . .. . .. . .
Plumber Helper ,

















































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY T984





Average Number of Inmates Assigned Per Day During Period
Full-Time Part-Time Part-Time Total Total Average No.
No With No Total Earning Number of of Credits
Credit Credit Credit Inmateso Credits' Credits Per Job.,
Recreation Aide .........
Roofer Helper
Safety Hat Control Clerk
Service Stat Attendant ....
Ship & Receiving Clk. Hlpr













Auto Body Repair Helper . .



























































































































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984
0uLY I, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)





Part-Time Part-Time Total Total Average No.
Earning Number of of Credits












Custodial Attd. SC State House
Custodial Attd. Gov. Mansion. . .
Custodial Attd. Visiting Room . .
Admin. Runner/Messenger.....
Food Service Aide ...
Custodian Helper .
Sander .









































































































































DISTRIBUTION OF WORK CREDITS EARNED BY SCDC INMATES BY JOB ASSIGNMENTS DURING FY 1984
0uLY 1, 1983 - JUNE 30, 1984)









No Total Earning Number of
































































Vachine Operator Trainee . .
Road Maintenance Worker . .
Runner/Messenger . .. ...
Sanitation Worker ........
Wash Rack Attendant ......
Auto Bodv Repair Trainee ..
Construction Trainee.. .. ..
Electrician Trainee .......
Electronic Repair Trainee. . .
Heavv Eq. Mechanic Trainee
Heavy Eq. Operator Trainee
Mechanic Trainee
Welder Trainee
Dental Lab Tech. Trainee
Landscape Laborer






























































Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
" Because of rounding, these two columns mav not be exactly the total or subtotal of the previous columns.
" " Average computed based on the number of iull-time and part-time inmates assigned ,ni earning work credits
TABLE 27
COMMUNITY PROGRAM STATISTICS, FY 1984
ouLY l, 1983-JUNE 30, 1984)
Source: The Division of Classification and Community Services' Monthly Report to the Board of Corrections, July, 1983-June, 1984















Participants in Program at Beginning of Fiscal Year .,......
Admitted During Fiscal Year . .




Transferred to Other Programs



































Total YOA Admissions .....
5b'sr . . .
DCS' .,.



























Total Number Under Supervision
at End of Fiscal Year




Number of Conditional Releases






















YOUTHFUL OFFENDER DIVISION STATISTICSI
FISCAL YEARS 1983 AND 1984
Source: Division of Classification and Community Services' Youthful Offender Branch.




DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC PERSONNEL BY
SEX, RACE AND TYPE OF POSITION,
AS OF JUNE 16, 1984
Male Female




































Source: Division of Resource and Information Management.
I Security personnel include all uniformed personnel: Correctional Officers, Correctional
Officer Assistant Supervisors, Correctional Officer Supervisors, and Chief Correctional
Officer Supervisors.
' Percentages are based on the grand total of 2,575 employees.
il3
TABLE 30

















Appalachian Correctional Region .
Blue Ridge Pre-Release/Work Release Ctr. . . . . .
Catawba Work Release Cenrer .
Cross Anchor Correctional Institution
Dutchman Correctional Institution
Givens Youth Correction Center .
Greenwood Correctional Center .
Livesay Work Release Center
Northside Correctional Cenrer .
Perry Correctional Institution
Regional Training and Transportation Officers. ,
Midlands Correctional Region .
Aiken Youth Correction Center .




Lower Savannah Work Release Center ........
Manning Correctional Institution
Midlands Reception and Evaluation Center . . . .
State Park Correctional Cenrer .
Geriatric/Handicapped Unit
Women's Work Release Unit
Stevenson Correctional Institution
Walden Correctional Institution
Wateree River Correctional Institution
Watkins Pre-Release Center .

























































































































































DISTRIBUTION OF SCDC SECURITY STRENGTH BY FACILITY, AS OF JUNE 16, 1984'
Source: Division of Personnel Administration and Training.
t This date is closest to the end of the period in which information for developing this table is available.
2 Fiscal Year average.
3 This number excludes 27 authorized for the Byrnes Clinical Center, 8 for the Criminal Justice Academy, and 2 for the Get Smart Team.

















Coastal Work Release Center
MacDougall Youth Correction Center .......

























TOTAL SCDC FACILITIES. . . . 1,4 I t3 I,156 259 1,4154 8,171 5.8
TABLE 3T
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF INMATES ADMITTED TO
scDc UNDER THE 1975 ARMED ROBBERY ACT/THE 1977 ACT
SPECIFYING 2O-YEAR PAROLE ELIGIBILITY FOR CERTAIN
LIFE SENTENCES (FY 197&1984),
Source: Division of Resource and Information Manasement.
I Details of these two Acts are contained in Section iof the Appendix, page l2g.






the Armed Robbery Act of 1975
Inmates Sentenced Under A













































18 years I month
22 years 2 months
19 years 2 months
2I years I month
22 years
20 years 6 months
2l years l0 months
22 years 8 months


















DEATH ROW STATISTICS FISCAL YEAR T984
{
Source: Division of Resource and Information Manaqement.
Inmate Flows
Male Female
TotalWhite Non-White White Non-White
Total Number on Death Row
at Beginning of Fiscal Year . .
Admitted During Fiscal Year . . .





Total Number on Death Row









































32 years 28 years n/a n/^ 30 years
Average Stay on Death Row. . . 3 yrs. 3 mos 2 yrs. 8 mos. n/^ n/^ 2 yrs. ll mos
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APPENDIX A
STATUTORY AUTHORITY OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
The South Carolina Department of Corrections was created in lg60 by
Section 55-252, South Carolina Code of Laws as follows: "There is hereby
created as an administrative agency of the State government the Depart-
ment of Corrections. The functions of the Department shall be to imple-
ment and carry out the policy of the State with respect to its prison system,
as set forth in 55-291, and the performance of such other duties and
matters as mav be delegated to it pursuant to Law."
Section 55-291 as referred to in Section 55-292 sets out the Declaration
of Policv as follorvs: "It shall be the policy of this State in the operation and
management of the Department of Corrections to manage and conduct
the Department in such a manner as will be consistent with the operation
of a modern prison svstem and with the view of making the system self-
sustaining, and that those convicted of violating the law and sentenced to
a term in the State Penitentiary shall have humane treatment, and be
given opportunit-v, encouragement and training in the matter of
reformation. "
Further significant statutory authority was provided the Department
by Section 14, Part II, the permanent provisions of the I974-75 General
Appropriations Act which was signed on June 28, I974. Section 14 is, in
effect, an amendment of Section 55-321 and places all prisoners convicted
of an offense against the State in the custody of the Department when
their sentences exceed three months. The text of the statute is as follows:
"Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 55-321 of the 1962 Code,
or any other provision of law, any person convicted of an offense
against the State of South Carolina shall be in the custody of the
Board of Corrections of the State of South Carolina, and the Board
shall designate the place of confinement where the sentence shall be
serveo.
The Board may designate as a place of confinement any available,
suitable and appropriate institution or facility, including a county
jail or work camp whether maintained by the State Department of
Corrections or otherwise, but the consent of the officials in charge of
the county institutions so designated shall be first obtained. Provided,
that if imprisonment for three months or less is ordered by the court
as the punishment, all persons so convicted shall be placed in the
custody, supervision and control of the appropriate officials of the
county rvherein the sentence was pronounced, if such county has
facilities suitable for confinement. "
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This statute ruas amended by an added provision in the 1975-76 General
Appropriations Act to provide for notification to the Department of
Corrections of the closing of county prison facilities as follows: "Section
14, Part II, of Act 1136 of 1974 is amended bv adding the follou'ing
proviso at the end thereof: Provided, further, that the Department of
Corrections shall be notified bv the county officials concerned not less
than six months prior to the closing of any county prison facilitv rvhich
rvould result in the transfer of the prisoners of the county facility to
facilities of the Department."
APPENDIX B
YOUTHFUL OFFENDER ACT
The Youthful Offender Act provides for indeterminate sentencing of
offenders betu'een the ages of 17 and 21, extended to 25 with offender
consent. The specific provisions of the Act are as follows,
Section 5b - This section allows the court to release the youthful
offender to the custody of the Department's Division of Classifica-
tion and Community Services prior to sentencing for an observation
and evaluation period of not more than 60 days.
Section 5c - This section allows the court to sentence the 
youthful
offender, betrveen I7 and 21, without his consent, indefinitely to the
custody of the Department's Division of Classification and Commu-
nity Services for treatment and supervision until discharge. The
period of such custody will not exceed six years. If the offender has
reached 21 years of age but is less than 25 years of age, he may be
sentenced in accordance with the above procedure if he consents
thereto in writing.
Section 5d - This section provides that if the court finds that theyouthful offender will not derive benefits from treatment, it may
sentence the youthful offender under any other applicable provision.
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APPENDIX C
PROCRAMS AND SERVICES ADMINISTERED BY










R&E Intake Assessment; Psychological Services; Special
Learning Unit; Recreational Services; Social Work Services;
Residential Therapeutic Community Services; Horticultural
Services; Pastoral Care Services; Morris Village and Alston
Wilkes Home Furlough Program; S. C. Department of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Inter-Agency Agreement; Arts-in-Prison
Program.
Medical/Dental Outpatient Services; Infirmary Services; Gen-
eral Surgery and Orthopedic Surgery; Internal Medicine; Psy-
chiatric Services; Optometric and Ophthalmology Services;
Physical Therapy Referral Services - Dermatology, Neu-
rolog-v and Urology Services, Pharmacy and Medical Labora-
tory.
Classification and Assignment; Work Release; Extended Work
Release; 30-Day Pre-Release; 120-Day Accelerated Work Re-
lease; Youthful Offender Referrals; Educational Release;
Federal Of fender Referrals; Employment Program; Economic
Development Pilot Program; Provisional Parolees Referrals;
Inmate Furlough; Casework; Pre-sentence Investigation; In-
stitutional Services; Parole and Aftercare Services for Youthful
Offenders.
Investigate and evaluate complaints concerning inmates and
submit recommendations when necessary; assist inmates who






30-Day Pre-Release Program: All inmates who are to be released from
the SCDC or to be placed in the I20-Day Pre-Release Program. This
program offers participants a series of pre-release training sessions at
the Watkins Pre-Release Center and the Blue Ridge Communitv Pre-
Release Center. Inmates on the 30-Day Pre-Release Program do not
u'ork in the community. Furthermore, participants in the 30-Day
Program can be transferred to any one of the community programs
except the Extended Work Release Program.
Regular Work Release, 120-Day Accelerated Work Release, Work-
Study Release, Federal Referral Programs: Inmates participating in
the 120-Day Accelerated Work Release, Regular Work Release, Work-
Studl,Release, and Federal Referral Programs work in the community
during the day and reside in SCDC work centers. These programs have
similar selection criteria but differ in terms of the inmates'remaining
time to serve before eligible for parole or other forms of release. The
Federal Bureau of Prisons refers some of their inmates to SCDC who
are legal residents of South Carolina and meet all the criteria for the
SCDC Regular Work Release Program. For details on the programs
respective eligibility requirements, users of this report should consult
the Division of Classification and Community Services.
Extended Work Release Program: This program allows the excep-
tional work release inmate to continue emplovment in the community
and reside with an approved community sponsor. Program partici-
pants continue to be responsible to the work release center assigned
and are maintained as authorized absentees. Information on ehglbility




LEGISLATION RELATING TO SUPERVISED FURLOUCH
Supervised Furlough I: Pursuant to Section 24-13-7I0, Code of Laus
of South Carolina, 1976, the Supervised Furlough Program provides for
first-time or second-time offenders committed to the South Carohna
Department of Corrections with a total sentence of over one year but not
more than five years, for crimes other than (l) Murder, (2) Armed
Robbery, (3) Criminal Sexual Assault, (4) Assault and Battery with Intent
to Kill, (5) Drug Trafficking, or (6) Kidnapping, to be released on
furlough under the supervision of the Department of Parole and Commu-
nit_v Corrections. These carefully selected and screened offenders have
the privilege of residing in an approved residence and continuing treat-
ment, or employment in the community until parole eligibilitv or expira-
tion of sentence. Additional eligibility requirements for program
placement include, but are not limited to, the following:
l. Mainiain a clear disciplinary record for at least six months prior to
consideration for program placement;
2. Demonstrate a general desire to become a law-abiding member of
society;
3. Have an identifiable need for and willingness to participate in
communitv-based programs and rehabilitative services.
Supervised Furlough II (also Section 24-13-7I0): Permits offenders
who are not sentenced to life and within six months of sentence expiration,
and who have maintained a clear disciplinary record for at least six
months prior to eligibility to be placed on the program. Sentences of these
offenders can exceed five years. Offenders committed for the crimes of
(1)Murder, (2)Sexual Assault, (3)Assault and Battery with Intent to Kill,
(4) Armed Robbery, (5) Kidnapping, and (6) Drug Trafficking are
ineligible for Supervised Furlough II participation.
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APPENDIX F
COUNTIES COMPRISING SOUTH CAROLINA
PLANNING DISTRICTS AND CORRECTIONAL REGIONS
APPALACHIAN REGION
MIDLANDS REGION



















































" This district is distributed among the Appalachian and Midlands correctional Reqions
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APPENDIX G
COUNTIES COMPRISING SOUTH CAROLINA
JUDICIAL CIRCUITS




Judicial Circuit f I0
Judicial Circuit 12 Anderson
Aiken Oconee
Bamberg
Barnwell Judicial Circuit lll
Edgefield




Williamsburg Iudicial Circuit #12
Florence
Judicial Circuit 14 Marion
Chesterfield
Darlington Judicial Circuit ll3
Dillon Greenville
Marlboro Pickens




Iudicial Circuit #6 Hampton
Chester Jasper
Fairfield
Lancaster ludicial Circuit #15
Georgetown
Judicial Circuit #7 Horry
Cherokee
Spartanburg Judicial Circuit #16
Union





















Kickback Giving/Of f ering/ Receiving
Burglary
Forcible Entry to Residence/Non-
Residence
Non-Forcible Entry to Residence/Non-
Residence
Possession of Burglary Tools
Commercialized Sex Offenses







































Contributing to Delinquency of Minor
Non-Support
Flight/Escape














Fraudulent Use of Credit Cards
















willf ul Killing/Public Off icer


















Kidnapping to Sexually Assault
Hostage for Escape













Accessory to a Felony
Criminal Conspiracy
Unremoved Container Door
Keeping Child Out of School
Misconduct in Office





Manuf acture / S ale I Mail I
r27
Possession / Distribution 














Refusing to Aid Officer
Unauthorized Communication with
Prisoner















Robbery of Business, With or Without
Weaport

























To Avoid Paving Duty
Stolen Propertv
Sale of Stolen Property
Transportation of Stolen Property




Interstate Transportation of Stolen
Vehicle
Aircraft Theft




















LEGISLATION RELATING TO MINIMUM
SENTENCING/PAROLE ELIGIBILITY FOR:
I. Armed Robbery
The Armed Robbery Act, signed on June 24, 1975, pertains to the
sentencing of armed robbers, and provides: "(i) for a mandatory ten
yeai minimum sentence with seven years having to be served before
parole eligibility; (2) for under twenty-one year old offenders sen-
tenced under the Youthful Offender Act, a three year minimum
sentence, all of which must be served; (3) that no person between the
ages of twenty-one and twenty-five sentenced under the Act may be
sentenced under the Youthful Offender Act; (4) that it shall be a
misdemeanor for anyone to carry a concealed weapon anywhere other
than on his own premises; and (5) that a person convicted of attempted
robbery shall be sentenced to a term of not more than twenty years at
the discretion of the judge."
2. Murder
This Act, signed into law on June 8,1977, provides: "that a person who
is convicted of or pleads guilty to murder shall be punished by death or
by life imprisonment and shall not be eligible for parole until the
service of twenty years."
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